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Abstract

Perception of biological motion (BM) is a fundamental property of the human visual system. It is as yet unclear which role the
cerebellum plays with respect to the perceptual analysis of BM represented as point-light displays. Imaging studies investigating BM
perception revealed inconsistent results concerning cerebellar contribution. The present study aimed to explore the role of the
cerebellum in the perception of BM by testing the performance of BM perception in patients suffering from circumscribed cerebellar
lesions and comparing their performance with an age-matched control group. Perceptual performance was investigated in an
experimental task testing the threshold to detect BM masked by scrambled motion and a control task testing the detection of motion
direction of coherent motion masked by random noise. Results show clear evidence for a differential contribution of the cerebellum to
the perceptual analysis of coherent motion compared with BM. Whereas the ability to detect BM masked by scrambled motion was
unaffected in the patient group, their ability to discriminate the direction of coherent motion in random noise was substantially
affected. We conclude that intact cerebellar function is not a prerequisite for a preserved ability to detect BM. Because the dorsal
motion pathway as well as the ventral form pathway contribute to the visual perception of BM, the question of whether cerebellar
dysfunction affecting the dorsal pathway is compensated for by the unaffected ventral pathway or whether perceptual analysis of BM
is performed completely without cerebellar contribution remains to be determined.

Introduction

Motion patterns characteristic of living beings are termed biological
motion (BM). Detection of such motion patterns is a fundamental
property of the human visual system. Humans can efficiently detect
another living being in the visual environment, and are able to retrieve
many features from its kinematics. An experimental approach to
uncouple information from BM from other non-dynamic sources of
information is to represent the main joints of a person’s body by bright
dots against a dark background (Johansson, 1973). Employing this
point-light display technique, observers can easily recognize a human
walker, determine his or her gender (Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977;
Barclay et al., 1978; Cutting, 1978; Mather & Murdoch, 1994; Troje,
2002), recognize various action patterns (Dittrich, 1993), identify
individual persons (Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977) and even recognize
themselves (Beardsworth & Buckner, 1981).

The highly adaptive value of an efficient perception of animate
motion patterns is reflected by a specific neural machinery performing
perceptual analysis of such visual information (Bonda et al., 1996;
Grossman et al., 2000; Grezes et al., 2001; Grossman & Blake, 2001,
2002; Vaina et al., 2001; Servos et al., 2002). Neuroimaging studies

report selective activation of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) to
visual stimuli consisting of BM. In addition to area STS, activation
specific for BM has also been shown in the cerebellum (Grossman
et al., 2000; Vaina et al., 2001), area VP (Servos et al., 2002), the
amygdala (Bonda et al., 1996), the occipital and fusiform face area
(Grossman & Blake, 2002) and the premotor cortex (Saygin et al.,
2004). Results from these studies and from computational modelling
(Giese & Poggio, 2003) are consistent with neuropsychological
findings in neurological patients suffering from focal cortical brain
lesions (Vaina et al., 1990; Vaina, 1994; McLeod et al., 1996; Schenk
& Zihl, 1997; Cowey & Vaina, 2000).
The cerebellum has traditionally been viewed as a brain structure

subserving skilled motor behaviour. Although recent work has
suggested a much broader functional role of the cerebellum with
contributions to a wide range of cognitive and perceptual functions
(for reviews see Daum et al., 2001; Justus & Ivry, 2001), the role of
the cerebellum in BM perception is unclear. The neuroimaging
literature on the role of the cerebellum with respect to the perception
of BM is inconsistent, with some studies reporting cerebellar
involvement (Grossman et al., 2000; Vaina et al., 2001), while others
failed to detect cerebellar activity associated with BM perception (e.g.
Grezes et al., 2001; Grossman & Blake, 2001; Servos et al., 2002).
Moreover, there are some inconsistencies regarding the cerebellar
substructure that may be involved in BM perception. Grossman et al.
(2000) found cerebellar activity in the anterior portion near the
midline, whereas Vaina et al. (2001) reported activity specific to BM
in lateral parts of the cerebellum.
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The current study aims to elucidate the functional role of the
cerebellum in perception of BM using a lesion approach, i.e.
examining the perceptual performance of patients with selective
cerebellar lesions. Within this context, a particular issue of interest was
the differential cerebellar contribution to visual processing of BM
relative to motion perception per se.

Materials and methods

Two experimental tasks were administered in order to explore the
functional role of the cerebellum in the perception of BM and to
compare its involvement in non-BM perception. A group of patients
with selective ischaemic cerebellar lesions was examined in these
tasks. The patients’ perceptual performance was compared with the
performance of an age-matched control group. Perceptual performance
was assessed by determining the threshold for the detection of masked
BM and masked non-BM. In the BM task, the presence or absence of a
point-light walker that was masked by dots consisting of scrambled
motion had to be detected. In the non-BM task, observers had to detect
the motion direction of coherently moving dots that were masked by
random noise dots.

Participants

Seven cerebellar patients and seven healthy control subjects parti-
cipated in the investigation. The patients (ranging from 27 to
68 years, mean age 45.6 years) suffered from a cerebellar infarction
of either the posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA), the anterior

inferior cerebellar artery (AICA) or the superior cerebellar artery
(SupCA) in the post-acute state. Inclusion criteria were absence of
depression or other psychiatric or neurological disorders and absence
of cortical lesions. Main cerebellar symptoms in the acute stage
included ataxia, dysmetria, dysarthria and impairments of fine motor
coordination.
Cerebellar lesions were documented by magnetic resonance ima-

ging (MRI) scans, which were acquired using a standard three-
dimensional (3D) T2 weighted sequence (1 mm · 1 mm · 5 mm
voxel size). Figure 1 shows the MRI scans of the patients illustrating
the sites of the cerebellar lesions. Table 1 summarizes patients’
demographic data and lesion location. The examination was carried
out between 16 and 47 months (mean 27.4 months) after the
ischaemic event. At this time, patients suffered only from residual
motor impairments.
Patients were extensively screened in neuropsychological function-

ing. Their present state IQ was assessed by the similarities and picture
completion subtests of the short German version from the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale (Dahl, 1972). According to these subtests, their
mean IQ was 113.6 and therefore in the average to upper average
range. Patients’ ability to scan the visual field was tested with the
visual scanning subtest of a widely used German attention test battery
(Zimmermann & Fimm, 1993). In this subtest, patients’ performance
for search accuracy ranged between percentile score 14 and percentile
score 58, indicating performance in the normal or close to the normal
range (normal range: percentile score 15–85). Visual scanning was
thus unimpaired in our sample of patients.
Healthy control subjects were recruited by advertisement to match

the patients with respect to age (ranging from 24 to 67 years, mean

Fig. 1. Transaxial sections of the T2-weighted MRI scans documenting the cerebellar lesions. Note that for PAT4, Table 1 indicates a bilateral lesion, whereas Fig. 1
only illustrates a right lesion. The left lesion is located more ventrally and cannot be seen in the slice presented here.
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age 45.1 years) and sex. All participants had normal or corrected to
normal vision. The examination was undertaken with the under-
standing and written consent of each participant. The study had
been approved by the ethics committee of the Ruhr-University
Bochum.

Stimuli

Stimuli in all experimental tasks were presented using Matlab with the
Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). In all
experimental trials, stimuli were presented for a duration of 200 ms in
order to preclude an effect of fixation shifts.

Biological motion detection

Perception of BM was tested with stimuli of point-light walkers in
frontal view masked by noise dots representative of scrambled motion.
Stimuli were presented as white dots on a black screen (Fig. 2). The
mask dots had the same local motion trajectories as the dots defining
the point-light displays, but the spatial relation among the dots was
removed by randomizing their initial starting position.

Three male individuals served as walking models for the construc-
tion of the point-light displays. Motion data of the models were
acquired by recording their walking patterns in 3D space using a
motion capture system equipped with nine CCD cameras (Oxford
Metrics, Vicon 512). Models were instructed to walk at a comfortable
speed through the capture volume which was 7 m long. A set of 41
retroreflective markers was attached to their bodies. The motion
capture system tracks the 3D trajectories of the markers with spatial
accuracy in the range of 1 mm and a temporal resolution of 120 Hz.
From the original 41 markers the trajectories of 15 ‘virtual’ markers
positioned at major joints of the body were computed. Commercially
available software (Bodybuilder, Oxford Metrics) for biomechanical
modelling was used to perform the respective computations. Trans-
lational motion was subtracted such that the walkers appeared to walk
on a treadmill.

Degree of difficulty of the detection task was manipulated by
varying the number of mask dots from 0 to 60 dots in steps of five
dots. Accordingly, 13 different degrees of difficulty were obtained. In
half of the trials the walker was present, and in the other half the
walker was absent and replaced by the same number of scrambled
dots. Mask dots and random dots were displayed in an area subtending
a 7.4 · 7.4� visual angle. Within the display area, the position of the
point-light displays as well as the positions of the mask dots were
chosen randomly. The walkers subtended 5.5 · 1.5� of visual angle at
the viewing distance of 57 cm. Point-light displays of walkers were

computed in real time on a frame-by-frame basis and synchronized
with the 60-Hz refresh rate of the 15-inch monitor to ensure smooth,
regular motion.

Coherent motion detection

Perception of non-BM was tested with displays of coherent motion
in random noise, which were matched with respect to size to the
BM stimuli (7.4 · 7.4�). Displays consisted of 200 white dots with
a size of 0.05 · 0.05� presented on a black screen. A specified
percentage of the dots moved coherently at a speed of 6� ⁄ s either to
the right or to the left hand side (Fig. 3). Signal dots had a limited
lifetime of five frames. After the end of lifetime the dots
disappeared and reappeared on the screen at a location opposite to
the direction of movement. The mask dots were positioned
randomly within the display area and had a limited lifetime of
two frames in which they were displayed stationary. After
disappearing they reappeared at a new location. The percentage of

Table 1. Patients’ demographic data and lesion locations.

Patient
Age
(years) Sex

Time since lesion
(months) Side of lesion

Artery territory Cerebellar area

LocationAICA SupCA PICA PL AL V

PAT1 42 M 47 R – + – + + – Medial (incl. deep nuclei)
PAT2* 47 M 23 L – – + + + + Medial
PAT3* 27 F 20 L, R – +, + – +, + +, + –, – Lateral
PAT4 28 F 28 L, R – +, + – +, + –, + –, – Lateral
PAT5 41 F 29 R + + – + + – Lateral
PAT6* 66 M 16 L – – + + – – Medial
PAT7 68 M 29 L – – + + – – Medial

*Patients being able to solve the control task. AICA: anterior inferior cerebellar artery, SupCA: superior cerebellar artery; PICA: posterior inferior cerebellar artery;
AL: anterior lobe, PL: posterior lobe; V: vermis. The plus sign indicates the affected territory and the affected area. In the cases of bilateral lesions, each hemisphere
is documented separately.

Fig. 2. Depiction of the stimuli used in the BM task: dots connected by lines
represent the point-light walker. Remaining dots represent scrambled motion.
Lines are only drawn in the figure depiction for the sake of clarity.
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signal dots was varied between 65% and 5% in steps of 5%,
resulting in 13 different degrees of difficulty.

Procedure

The experiment was carried out in the Klinikum Dortmund and in the
Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience of the Ruhr-University Bochum.
All participants were seated in front of a 15¢¢ monitor at a distance of
57 cm with response buttons under their right hands. Stimuli in both
tasks were presented at the centre of the screen for 200 ms in order to
preclude eye movements. Successive trials were separated by intertrial
intervals of 2000 ms during which a black screen was presented.
Before each trial a fixation cross was presented for 2000 ms.
Both experiments comprised three blocks of 52 trials each (13

degrees of severity · 4 repetitions), resulting in 156 single trials per
experimental task. Trials within each block were presented in
random order. The two experimental tasks were presented in
counterbalanced order. Participants were asked to maintain central
eye fixation and to respond as accurately as possible by pressing one
of the response buttons. Instructions stressed accuracy rather than
speed of responding. Observers did not receive feedback on their
responses. Before starting the experimental trials participants were
shown demonstration trials in order to familiarize them with the
display and the setup.

Data analysis

Experimental data were analysed in two consecutive steps separately
for each experiment. First, the detection threshold for each subject was
determined for both experimental paradigms. The likelihood to
respond correctly by chance was 50% in both experimental tasks.
The threshold was defined as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) needed to
perform correctly at 75% of the trials per degree of severity. To

achieve this, a sigmoidal curve (Boltzmann function) was fitted to the
experimental data with the upper asymptote fixed at 100% perform-
ance and the lower asymptote fixed at chance level corresponding to
50% performance. Figure 4 illustrates this procedure for a single
subject.
Subsequently, a group comparison of the thresholds of the subjects

of the experimental and control groups was performed by a t-test for
independent measures separately for both experiments. In addition, the
reaction times were recorded. A group comparison of the median
reaction time per subject was performed by a t-test for independent
measures separately for both experiments.

Results

Biological motion detection

On average, the control group reached the threshold criterion in the
BM paradigm at a noise level of 23.3 masking dots. Cerebellar
patients showed a similar performance, reaching the criterion at a
noise level of 22.2 masking dots (Fig. 5). A group comparison
between the experimental and control groups revealed no significant

Fig. 3. Depiction of the stimuli used in the control task (coherent motion in
random noise): the direction of coherently moving dots is illustrated by arrows.
Remaining dots represent random noise.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the procedure to determine the detection threshold for a
single subject in BM detection (A) and coherent motion detection (B).
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differences of the threshold to detect BM in the current paradigm
(t12 ¼ 0.183, P ¼ 0.858).

Coherent motion detection

In the control task comprising the detection of the direction of
coherent motion in random noise, control subjects reached the
criterion at an SNR of 34.40%. By contrast, only three out of seven
cerebellar patients were able to solve the task even at the highest SNR
of 65% presented in the experiment. In order to compare both groups
statistically, for those patients who did not succeed in solving the task,
a threshold value of 70% SNR was submitted to analysis. Note that
this conservative procedure underestimates the magnitude of the
impairment in direction detection of coherent motion in random noise
in the patient group. Applying this procedure, the patient group needed
on average an SNR of 61% to fulfil the criterion (Fig. 6). A group
comparison revealed a significant difference between the experimental
and control groups (t12 ¼ 2.757, P ¼ 0.020).

Relation between biological and coherent motion perception

In order to examine the relation between performance in BM detection
and coherent motion detection, a correlation analysis was calculated.
For the patient group, Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
performance in both tasks was )0.293 (P ¼ 0.524). For the control

group, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 0.116 (P ¼ 0.805). The
correlation between performance in BM and coherent motion
detection failed to reach significance in both groups, although
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was slightly higher in the patient
group. According to these results, BM perception and coherent motion
perception seem to be independent processes.

Reaction times

In addition to accuracy, the reaction times were analysed (Fig. 7). For
coherent motion detection, a group comparison revealed longer
reaction times for patients (989 ms) than for controls (451 ms)
(t12 ¼ 3.454, P ¼ 0.005). Separate analyses of correct and error trials
yielded significant group differences for correct trials (P ¼ 0.005) and
a trend towards significant differences for incorrect trials (P ¼ 0.107).
A different pattern emerged for BM detection. Reaction times for
patients (864 ms) and controls (707 ms) did not differ significantly
(t12 ¼ 1.2, P ¼ 0.253). This is true for correct trials (P ¼ 0.175) as
well as for incorrect trials (P ¼ 0.267).

Discussion

The objective of the current study was to elucidate the differential
contribution of the cerebellum to the perceptual analysis of BM by
examining perceptual performance of patients with selective cerebellar
lesions. Previous imaging studies revealed inconsistent results with
respect to cerebellar activation in BM perception (Bonda et al., 1996;
Grossman et al., 2000; Grezes et al., 2001; Grossman & Blake, 2001,
2002; Vaina et al., 2001; Servos et al., 2002). It is difficult to estimate
on the basis of neuroimaging studies alone which brain regions are
critically involved in specific aspects of cognitive function, because
multiple co-activations are usually observed when applying this
method. As a consequence, neuropsychological studies of patients
with selective lesions to different regions play an important role in the
evaluation of the distinct nature of information processing in each
brain region.
The present results show clear evidence for a differential contribu-

tion of the cerebellum to the perceptual analysis of coherent motion
perception on the one hand and BM on the other hand. Whereas the

Fig. 5. BM task: perceptual threshold as the number of mask dots for the
detection of a point-light walker masked by scrambled motion. Error bars
indicate SEM.

Fig. 6. Control task: perceptual threshold as the SNR for direction detection
of coherent motion masked by random noise. Error bars indicate SEM.

Fig. 7. Reaction times in the BM detection task (BM) and the coherent
motion detection task (CM) for each group. Error bars indicate SEM.
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perception of coherent motion in random noise was substantially
affected in our patients with selective cerebellar lesions, the ability to
perceive BM camouflaged by scrambled motion was unaffected. In
addition, we did not observe significant correlations between the
perceptual threshold for BM detection and coherent motion detection in
each group. Moreover, patients’ higher threshold for coherent motion
detection corresponds to longer reaction times. When comparing
overall performance in the present BM detection task with performance
in other studies exploring BM detection using scrambled motion as a
mask (Bertenthal & Pinto, 1994), the detection threshold obtained in
the present work is substantially higher. This difference is probably due
to the very short presentation time in the present study (200 ms)
compared with 1000 ms in the study by Bertenthal & Pinto (1994).
The finding of an impairment in the detection of movement

direction in the control paradigm confirms previous reports (Ivry &
Diener, 1991; Nawrot & Rizzo, 1995, 1998). Results from a study
comparing perceptual judgements of the velocity of moving stimuli
and the position of static stimuli in cerebellar patients (Ivry & Diener,
1991) showed selective impairments for the discrimination of moving
stimuli. Further support for the notion of cerebellar involvement in
motion perception was given by Nawrot & Rizzo (1995, 1998), who
showed that midline cerebellar lesions can cause visual motion
perception deficits in tasks such as detecting the direction of dot
movements in a masking paradigm. These deficits occur during the
acute stage as well as in the chronic stage of lesions. The primary
interest of the current study was to explore whether there is a
differential contribution of the cerebellum to BM perception as
compared with motion perception per se.
The general framework, i.e. presentation time and general

procedure, was identical in both experimental tasks and cannot
explain the performance deficits of the patients in the control task.
This is particularly true for the role of eye movements. In order to
control the influence of eye movements, a very short presentation time
of 200 ms was chosen. Within this short time period it is almost
impossible to initiate eye movements. If ocular motor problems or
defective fixation had played a major role in these tasks, performance
in both tasks would have been affected to a similar extent.
The cerebellum plays a critical role in motor control, with the lateral

regions mediating movement planning and programming, and the
medial regions contributing to the execution of movements (Dichgans
& Diener, 1984). Accordingly, the most prominent symptoms after
cerebellar dysfunction are impairments in motor control. For this
reason, accuracy rather than reaction time was stressed in the
instructions of the experiments. Because significant reaction time
differences between patients and controls were observed only in the
coherent motion detection protocol, these differences cannot be
attributed to motor impairments.
To understand the current results of intact perception of BM in

patients with selective cerebellar lesions, consideration of the cortical
network involved in the perception of BM might provide deeper
insight. Both the dorsal motion pathway and the ventral form pathway
contribute to the perceptual analysis of BM (for a review see Giese &
Poggio, 2003). Findings from imaging studies are complemented by
computational simulations modelling key experimental findings with
respect to BM perception (Giese & Poggio, 2003) and neuropsycho-
logical studies examining patients suffering from selective cortical
lesions (MacLeod, 1988; Vaina et al., 1990; Vaina, 1994; Schenk &
Zihl, 1997; Cowey & Vaina, 2000). These case studies provide
evidence for a dissociation between mechanisms involved in the
perception of BM on the one hand and mechanisms involved in
inanimate visual motion tasks or static object recognition tasks on the
other hand. Patients LM (MacLeod, 1988) and AF (Vaina et al., 1990)

who have bilateral lesions involving the posterior visual pathway
showed severe deficits in visual motion perception but can neverthe-
less recognize human action patterns presented as point-light displays.
Patients with bilateral ventral lesions involving the posterior temporal
lobes such as patient EW (Vaina, 1994), who suffered from
prosopagnosia and object agnosia, could identify BM in point-light
animations as well. By contrast is patient AL (Cowey & Vaina, 2000)
who is hemianopic and suffers from visual perceptual impairments in
her intact hemifield as a consequence of an additional lesion in the
ventral extrastriate cortex. AL fails to recognize BM displays despite
intact static form perception and motion detection. This pattern of
impairments makes sense when assuming that the lesion in the intact
hemifield includes the STS-complex, which receives input from both
the ventral and the dorsal visual stream.
Given these case studies and computational simulations, it is

reasonable to assume that detection of BM can be achieved by the
ventral or dorsal visual stream alone if the STS-complex is still intact.
From this point of view it might be possible that the cerebellum
facilitates perceptual analysis of BM in the dorsal visual stream.
Nevertheless, dysfunctional cerebellar processing would not neces-
sarily lead to a significant impairment in BM perception, as
dysfunctions of the dorsal visual stream could be compensated for
by intact processing of the ventral visual stream. Alternatively, one
might argue that the perceptual analysis of BM is completely
performed by neocortical structures without any cerebellar contribu-
tion to BM perception at all. This view is also in accordance with our
present findings. Moreover, there is empirical evidence that the
cerebellum becomes not only active during execution of movement
sequences but also during motor imagery in tasks such as imagination
of complex movement sequences (Decety et al., 1990; Ryding et al.,
1993; Decety, 1996; Luft et al., 1998; Hanakawa et al., 2003).
Activity in response to point-light displays of BM as observed in some
imaging studies (Grossman et al., 2000; Vaina et al., 2001) might be a
result of such feedforward mechanisms.
The variety of neural connections of the cerebellum to cortical areas

provides the neuroanatomical basis for cerebellar contributions to a
variety of perceptual tasks. The cerebellum projects from lateral parts
via the dentate nucleus and the thalamus to several neocortical
structures, among them the prefrontal cortex, the superior temporal
sulcus and the parietal cortex (Schmahmann & Pandya, 1997). These
regions project back to the cerebellum via the pontine nuclei. The
lateral cerebellum was shown to be engaged during the acquisition and
discrimination of somatosensory information (Gao et al., 1996). It was
suggested that the lateral cerebellum may be specifically active during
motor, perceptual and cognitive performances because of the require-
ment to process sensory data. In the view of Bower (1997), the
cerebellum is assumed to facilitate the efficiency with which other
brain structures perform their own function, and therefore, it is
considered useful but not imperative for many different kinds of brain
functions. The view of a general contribution of the cerebellum to the
acquisition of sensory data is inconsistent with the present findings,
because the ability of cerebellar patients to perceive BM was spared.
Therefore, cerebellar function with respect to sensory data acquisition
must be more specific.
Keele & Ivry (1990) have put forward the idea that the cerebellum

has the function of an internal clock that measures time intervals in the
millisecond range. Such an exact timing of very short intervals
subserves motor as well as non-motor functions. The demonstration of
the role of the cerebellum in visual perceptual functions that require
velocity perception (Ivry & Diener, 1991; Nawrot & Rizzo, 1995,
1998) was also interpreted to be in accordance with the timing
hypothesis. Similarly, deficits in speech perception (Ackermann et al.,
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1999) and classical conditioning (Daum et al., 1993; Topka et al.,
1993; Woodruff-Pak et al., 1996) have also been discussed in relation
to impaired timing in cerebellar patients.

Recently the timing hypothesis of cerebellar function has been
modified by differentiating event timing from emergent timing (Ivry
et al., 2002; Spencer et al., 2003). Event timing is defined as a form of
representation in which the temporal goals are explicitly represented.
In contrast, emergent timing reflects temporal consistencies that arise
through the control of other parameters. Whereas the cerebellum is
involved in tasks requiring explicit temporal representation (event
timing), it seems to be less important in emergent timing, which
requires other control parameters not associated with the cerebellum.

The timing hypothesis, especially in its modified form, can best
explain our present findings. An exact timing is necessary in order to
detect coherent motion in random noise. Considering motion as spatial
displacement per time unit, the direct link between the accurate
representation of small time units and motion perception becomes
obvious. In the case of BM, the motion information only mediates the
form of a human observer. A precise timing in the millisecond range
seems to be unnecessary with respect to this perceptual demand.
Nevertheless, the timing hypothesis may not explain all deficits seen in
cerebellar patients. Thier et al. (1999) tried to identify the nature of
visual impairments resulting from cerebellar dysfunction by a set of
experiments. Their results support the presence of visual deficits in
cerebellar disease, but in contrast to previous studies, they provide
evidence against a common, simple denominator that can explain the
deficits in both motion perception and position discrimination.

Previous studies (Ivry & Diener, 1991; Nawrot & Rizzo, 1998,
1995) reported that visual motion perception is linked to the medial
rather than the lateral cerebellum. The impairment pattern found in our
sample of cerebellar patients does not support this view. Patients in our
study failed to show such a clear distinction between more medial and
more lateral located lesions with respect to perceptual performance in
the control task.

Two out of four patients who showed deficits in direction
discrimination of coherently moving dots had lesions primarily
affecting medial parts and two patients had lesions primarily affecting
lateral parts. By contrast, the three patients who were able to solve the
task had lesions in medial parts as well as in lateral parts. This result
pattern does not allow us to conclude that the functional integrity of
the medial cerebellum is necessary for normal motion perception.

Taken together, functional integrity of the cerebellum is not required
for BM detection. Taking into consideration that both the dorsal visual
stream as well as the ventral visual stream contribute to the perception
of BM, it might be possible that processing in the dorsal motion
pathway is affected by cerebellar dysfunction but processing in the
ventral form pathway can compensate for this deficit. An impairment
would thus not emerge on the behavioural level when the ventral form
pathway is intact.
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